
What is ‘sustainability’ and what does it actually mean? 
The traditional definition of the term describes the strengthening and maintenance of the natural balancing process called homeostasis. 

How can a singular noun be used to illustrate such a complex and entangled process? 
What are we infact trying to sustain? Resources for human consumption and industry? 

Author Timothy Morton makes the analogy that when trying to become ecologically aware, it’s like being on a mobius strip - in an attempt to get over to the other side of 
the loop, you realise you are already there, but you have no idea of when or how it happened.  The resulting epiphany is that there is no other side, the twist is infact all 
around. It dovetails into his ideas of hyperobjectivity and other analogies of entanglement and interrelation. 

Through researching and developing this project, I found myself in numerous rabbit holes - in my very attempt to design in the most sustainable and least damaging way 
(through considering and reducing every evironmental risk factor possible) I was almost perpetuating the very problem I was seeking to solve by promoting this thesis of 
‘us’ and ‘them’. 

Climate justice runs so much deeper than the materiality of our constructed world and this project is heavily inspired by the work of practitioners who seek to untangle 
these complexities.

“

Climate change is the 

symptom of failure of 

our ability to govern 

ourselves.

Indy Johar

CONCEPT

A multi-sensory, multi-dimensional experience 
journeying below the surface-level of Sheffield 
City centre into what lies beneath - a series of 
arched river culverts, known as the Megatron.

Born out of an interplay of ideas relating to 
the causes of disconnection between man and 
his environment it intends to evoke a deep 
transitional journey into the human psyche, 
providing portals of access to realisations 
and profound learnings of interrelation and 
interdependence.

T
he rapidly escalating cruelty of our present m

om
ent 

cannot be overstated, nor can the long-term
 dam

age 
to the collective psyche should this go on challenged. 
Beneath the theatre of som

e governm
ents denying 

clim
ate change and others claim

ing to be doing 
som

ething about it w
hile they fortress their borders from

 
its effects. T

here is one overarching question facing us.
In the rough and rocky future that has already begun, 
w

hat kind of people are w
e going to be? W

ill w
e share 

w
hat’s left and try to look after one another? O

r are 
w

e instead going to attem
pt to hoard w

hat’s left, look 
after our ow

n and lock everyone else out. In this tim
e of 

rising seas and rising fascism
, these are the stark choices 

before us. T
here are options besides full-blow

n clim
ate 

barbarism
, but given how

 far dow
n the road w

e are, there 
is no point pretending that they are easy. It’s going to 
take a lot m

ore than a carbon tax or carbon-trade. It’s 
going to take an all-out w

ar on pollution and poverty and 
racism

 and colonialism
 and despair all at once.

I m
ust be the first

Surely no one has let the cold jeg their knees
Q

uite happily
Lined up a ruler against the seam
W

here the sky on a too-full stom
ach

Tucks itself into the sea

O
nly I see the w

ater
Sugar-glazed to stillness
Like tw

o taps w
ith a spoon

W
ould split its lid in tw

o

T
he w

ind that burls m
e

D
oes not feel second hand

It’s as true as a first-w
ord

T
hat repaints the front room

 it cuts through

Sounds stretched to an echo
So no one rem

em
bers how

 language used to land
T

he sand
Is out the packet new
Branded w

ith m
y shoes

M
aybe the sun is knackered too

Like each of us
W

rapped up in our w
ork, and ourselves

D
ream

ing of being shelled by our backpacks
A

nd sw
allow

ed by the beach
M

aybe it’s a parent
Too tired to keep playing
T

hat lies through their teeth
Because all pain is sm

all change
In the cost of w

onder

R
ising som

ew
here else w

hile w
e see it sleep

R
eturning its light

In the nick of tim
e

So that not a grain is lost
N

ot a bloat of cloud burst
N

ot a w
ave out of place

I m
ust be the first

Its also to know
 that our bodily health is profoundly 

connected to planetry health, 
T

he hum
an body and the planetry body depend upon 

one other for that health.
A

nd so, it’s a m
assive expansion of our recognition of 

w
hat hum

an prosperitry actually m
eans. 

T
hose planetry boundaries

It’s not a trade off of developm
ent or the environm

ent. 

T
he living planet is part of our ow

n bodily health.
So, i offer this as a com

pass, and if this is the com
pass, 

w
here are w

e today? 

I think it’s certainly true to say, that i do feel that
 In pre-m

odern kinds of literature, w
e had m

any kinds 
of beings w

ho speak. 
T

he iliad, the odessy. 
T

hey’re filled w
ith all kinds of beings 

Like anim
als and forces of nature 

Like the ocean in the form
 of neptune 

A
nd that’s absolutely true also of pre-m

odern england 
literature and pre-m

odern chinese literature. 
I do feel that one of the w

ays in w
hich w

e need to get 
back, if possible, 
To earlier types of storytelling is precisely this, 
W

e try and see w
hat it is that w

e’ve silenced about 
the w

orld. 
Because really, the catastrophe that is upon us now

 
arises out of the silencing of other beings.  

But w
hen w

e are w
riting about a w

orld w
here that sense 

of place is itself dissolving in m
ultiple w

ays,
Because the people are leaving, 
Because the ecologies are collapsing,
 Because the anim

als are leaving, 
T

he ecosystem
s are leaving, 

W
e can’t w

rite about localism
 in that w

ay.
It’s a new

 w
orld that w

e’ve stepped into.

A
nd the second thing is exactly this

T
his sense of the uncanny 

T
hat suddenly w

e w
ake up one day, and w

e realise 
w

hen all this w
hile w

hen w
e thought the earth w

as inert, 
It w

as alive, it w
as w

atching us it w
as judgiing us. 

T
he Im

pacts O
f Loneliness Is A

ctually Physically K
illing 

U
s. 

W
e’re N

ot Isolated Either In Space O
r In T

im
e, 

A
ctually, W

e’re Interdependent 
A

nd W
e’ve Becom

e U
sed To A

 C
haricature 

U
nderstanding O

f T
he W

orld A
s M

e A
s A

n Individual. 
A

nd T
hat M

e, O
r T

hat O
bject W

orld V
iew

 W
as A

 Brilliant 
W

orld V
iew

 For A
bout 300 Hundred/400 Hundred Years. 

T
hat N

ew
tonian Enlightened W

orld V
iew

 O
f Seeing T

he 
W

orld T
hrough O

bjects A
llow

ed U
s To O

perate In A
n 

Infinite W
orld. 

In A
 R

elitavely Infinite W
orld W

e Saw
 T

he T
hings By 

Putting T
hem

 In V
itro, W

e Put T
hem

 In G
lass A

nd Treat 
T

hem
 Like A

n O
bject 

T
he w

ay attribute value and m
eaning is through 

m
etaphors, as w

e know
. 

A
nd right now

, our m
etaphor for our relationship to 

the natural w
orld is one of extraction, 

W
e see ourselves as separate from

, as superior to it.
A

nd that began to happen w
ith christianity but then 

it really ram
ped up w

ith the scientific revolution. 

Pear
Walnut
Quince 
Peach
Cherry
Plum
Rowan
Black 
mulberry
Almond
Hazel
Chestnut
Medlar
Fig
Laurel
Olive
Date palm
Citron.

Thistle
Nettle
Violet
Agrimony
Henbane
Black dock
Tansy

When summer and winter separate, so that either summer 
recedes and winter arrives, 
or winter recedes and summer arrives, there’s a certian 
mixed substance appears, flying through the air
Like a whiteness of threads 
Where the air is purifying itself

Sectional drawing through megatron with lyrics from sound piece transcribed and superimposed.

Outlet into 
River Don 

Entrance/
exit off Sheaf 
Street

What lies beneath?

23’ SOUNDPIECE 2.5’ ANIMATION
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BUDDLEIA

Thrives in towns + gardens
Photosynthetic autotroph
Reproduces via pollination
Food for larvae + detritus 
consuming organisms.

BEETLES + 
COCROACHES

Decompose organic 
material + fungi.
Burrow under rocks and 
debris. 
Negative phototaxis 

WHITE-CLAW 
CRAYFISH 

Feed off debris, dead 
organisms + other fish. 
Cannot withstand extreme 
water PH or chemically 
polluted water or 
contaminated sediments. 
Find refuge in slow-flowing 
water udnder rocks/pebbles 
at least 65mm wide or 
woody debris.

Grayling 

Thrive in non-polluted, 
flowing, cool + well-
oxygenated water.
Spawn in Spring in shallow 
water with strong current. 
Feed off other fish eggs + 
insects. 

Harvestman

Feed off small 
invertebrates, fruit + fungi. 
Inhabit leaf debris.
Negative phototaxis
Do not produce venom 
or webs 

BATS

Nocturnal + feed off insects. 
Highly sensitive to 
pollutants including, 
chemicals, sound + light. 
Hibernate in winter + raise 
young in Summer. 
In absence of light, use 
echolocation to navigate. 
Complete the ecosystem 
with guano as foundation 
for ecosystem. 

KINGFISHER

Use guano + other 
organic matter for nests 
on vertical earthen 
banks.
Eat many aquatic 
organisms.
Breed from March 
to July.

PIGEON

Feed off insects, worms + 
grains. 
Nest in trees, rafters, beams, 
bridges. 
Faeces beneficial for 
fertiliser. 

FLEA 

Feed off mammals 
+ spread bacteria + 
viruses, regulating 
balance of life. 
Hatching larvae help 
in nutrient cycle by 
converting nutrients 
from debris + faeces 
into nutrients for other 
organisms.  

SPIDERS

Produces orb web where it 
resides during the night. 
Feed off other 
invertebrates.
Dwell in burrows.

MOTHS

Decompose organic 
material. Feed off buddleia 
+ act as pollinators.
Nutrients for insects, birds 
+ bats.
Phototaxis

SPRINGTAIL

Decompose organic 
material + feed off fungus + 
bacteria. Provide nutrients 
for soil, microrganisms + 
other organisms.
Phototaxis

DAMSELFLY NYMPH

Lay eggs in flash water 
+ feed off other aquatic 
organisms. Live on the 
bottom of aquatic systems 
+ provide food for fish + 
other organisms

HOUSEFLY

Use guano for food + larvae. 
Nutrient source for spiders, 
other insects + bats.
Phototaxis

FUNGUS

Symbiotic relationships 
with other organisms in 
nutrient cycles. 
Chemosynthetic properties 
allow to thrive without 
sunlight. Important role 
in filtration of water 

BACTERIA

Symbiotic relationships 
with other organisms in 
nutrient cycles. 
Chemosynthetic properties 
allow to thrive without 
sunlight. 
Important role in filtration 
of water pollutants.

ORGANIC MATTER/
DEBRIS

Carried downstream from 
surrounding areas.
Provides material for 
shelter + nutrients for other 
organisms. 
Helps in filtration of water 
pollutants.

MINERALS

Sustains whole of ecosystem providing nutrients, shelter + 
habitat.

HUMAN IMPACT
on ecosystems

GUANO

Extemely rich 
in nutrients 
for autotrophs, 
decomposers + crayfish

SALMON

Migrate from sea to rivers 
to spawn between October 
+ November.
Feed on invertebrates + 
shrimp.

BROWN RIVELIN 
TROUT

Spawn in Autumn in cold, 
oxygenated waters. 
Feed off invertabrates + 
vertabrates. 

SHRIMP

Feed off micro-organsims + 
debris. Provide food souce 
for other fish + decompose 
to fertilise river bed. 
Negative phototaxis. 

River Sheaf
approx. 53 MAMSL

Pond Hill (Culvert 
opening)
approx. 48 MAMSL

WATER LEVELS

DON (at Lady’s Bridge) 0.39m < 2.92m / highest 

4.47m 25.06.07

PORTER BROOK (at Sheffield Station) 0.01m < 

0.3m / highest 0.81m 

SHEAF (at Sheaf screen) 0.15m < 1.5m / highest 

3.27m

High 1.5 < 3.27m

Mid 0.15 < 1.5m

Lowest 0.15m

SOUND

LIGHT

TEMP. MOISTURE

AIR WATER

ODOUR

PH DISSIP.

Rive
r Sheaf

TOTAL LENGTH from Confluence to 
outler into River Don = 0.95km

Porter brook

Anglo Saxon period

11th C
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As economic and social theorist Jeremy Rifkin has pointed out, climate change 
is the disruption of water cycles, such that, human damage to the environment 
knocks the water cycles out of kilter, resulting in more frequent freak weather 
events.
Since Sheffield is so frequently impacted by flooding, I thought it important to 
highlight Rifkin’s comments in site analysis drawings.  

These two drawings sit side by side to compare the difference between the 
humanly perceived linear and ‘rational’ timeline of progress and innovation 
since the Anglo Saxon period (which is documented to be the time of which 
Sheffield began as a settlement) with a perspective, taken at a much wider 
planetary scale, where the linear, progressive and orderly is presented as more 
cyclical, chaotic and shocking. 

Research into the ecosystems of the culverts revealed the abundance of life present, that is able to thrive 
without natural light. 
The designed intervention(s) had to be well-considered in order to respond to and co-exist with, rather than 
inhibit and control these ecosystems

River Don

River Sheaf

River Porter

Meersbrook 

Unkown

Research into Sheffield train station revealed 
history about hidden rivers that have been 
culverted for city construction. 

site analysis + resarch

planetary perspective human perspective

RI
ve

r D
on

Sheffield station itself has been built on top of the main 
River Sheaf, which the city was named after.
In the 1860s the Midland Railway Company bought the 
rights to the land surrounding the Sheaf River Valley and 
planned works to culvert the river, placing the Midland 
Station (now Sheffield Station) directly above. 

In recent years, the culverts that run under the station 
towards and into the River Don have been re-discovered. 
The most famous part of these culverts is that which is 
sited under Broad Street West known as the ‘Megatron 
Cathedral’. 



Megatron route

Installation route

Entrance / Exit 

Sh
ea

f S
tre

et

Pond Hill

Broad Street West

Megatron Cathedral 

Megatron outlet into the River 
Don

Train Station

Park Hill

Distance approx 0.5km 

Passing from daylight into the darkness, the actants 
become a part of the navigation system, with their subtly 
lit helmets guiding each other’s footsteps as they tread 
along the makeshift wooden platforms that elevate them 
above the River Sheaf running below.  

The sound piece provides a 23 minute, real-time sonic 
render - a montage of field recordings, rhythms and music, 
interspersed with vocal commentaries related to man and 
climate.

The structural and sonic interventions together create the 
physical conditions for a transcendence from the outer, 
material world, into the inner, immaterial world.

An array of emotions may be triggered, reaching the 
climatic point at the Megatron Cathedral, where a portal 
of natural light presents itself in the distance. 

The sound piece gradually fades and allows the sounds of 
the present environment to return, permitting a slow re-
connection with the material surroundings and preparing 
for the moment of resurgence.

The actants are invited to make their own journey back 
the way they came with the natural light from the 
entrance highlighting the materiality of the spaces that 
perhaps were previously unseen.

Rendered visual showing Intervention 3

 

Rendered visual showing Intervention 2b

Rendered visual showing Intervention 1 - entrance/exit

  

CONCEPT + PROPOSAL

Adjustable safety hard hat 
suitable for climbing and 
construction.

Red LED light attached to 
back of helmet (Only source of 
artificial light).

Guides for the installation that 
set the pace for the duration, 
interspersing themselves 
amongst the group. 

Congruent with the eco-centric project philosophy, 
the noise and light pollution has been deeply 
considered, such that the sonically guiding sound 
piece will be played through in-built helmet 
headphones; and a small red LED light providing 
only an indicator of navigation, will act as a visible 
guide.

Entanglement
Dried reeds, grass and sticks weaved together with hemp rope.

Material studies exploring traditional lashing methods for use in platform structure. 
Dried reeds, hemp rope

Material studies exploring traditional weaving methods for use in platform structure. 
Dried reeds, hemp rope, dried grasses.

The proposed structure is a 0.5km long platform serving as an elevated pathway through 
the megatron, stretching from below Pond Hill, to the megatron ‘cathedral’ sited under 
Broad Street West.

The structure consists of 4 different interventions - 1, 2a, 2b and 3. 

Intervention no.1 is the only structure that will be built for permanence, whilst the 
remaining three are variations on each other according to the structural specifications of 
the tunnels in which they are placed. 

Inspiration has been taken from ‘low-tech’ practices like traditional weaving and rope 
lashing techniques that use completely nature-made materials that do not pollute the 
ecosystems in which they are sited within. 
The temporary structures only use reclaimed/upcycled and natural materials and avoid 
the use of resins, chemicals and any invasive construction techniques. 

Invervention no.1 uses reclaimed/upcycled, yet resilient materials wherever possible and 
is built for functionality over complexity, blending into the hybridity of the city backdrop 
and aquatic ecosystem. 

The conditions set for each intervention are as follows:

 1.   
  Permanent
  Access from street level down into culverts
  Considerate of fluctuating water levels
  Reclaimed and resilient materials like corten steel and iron
  Easily maintainable 
  In-keeping with surrounding landscape
  Functional as a controlled access point down into the culverts

 
 2a + 2b. 

  Temporary 
  Easily transportable and buildable (in context of space available in   
  culverts)
  As sensitive to surrounding ecosystems as possible 
  Safe and stable - consideration of wet/ very dark conditions
  No resins, chemicals or invasive construction practices. 
  Built to co-exist with surrounding environment.
  

 3.   
  
  The same for interventions 2a and 2b
  Consideration of higher water levels - use of water for boyancy and   
  support

Concept collage of William Blake’s Albion man entangled in mobius strip.

“

Life is a series of mini resurrections 

[...] of collapses into the chaotic 

underworld; where you learn something 

profound and when you come back out, 

you’re more than you were when you went in.

Jordan Peterson



TOTAL LENGTH OF 
PLATFORM = 60m
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3 x bamboo pole sizes (w, x and 
z) used throughout structure

TOTAL LENGTH OF 
PLATFORM = 120m

1600 500500

Intervention 2a

CONDITIONS
  
  Temporary 
  Easily transportable and buildable (in context of space   
  available in culverts)
  As sensitive to surrounding ecosystems as possible 
  Safe and stable - consideration of wet/ very dark conditions
  No resins, chemicals or invasive construction practices. 
  Function and sustainable over aesthetic finess

3 x stone arches
linked with smaller 
interconnected arches (see A1 
od appendix)

Irregular gritstone 
brickwork 

Parts of derelict 
brickwork

Wall stone 
projection 
irregularly 
distributed on 
each wall of each 
arch.

Mixture of standard 
square and diagonal 
lashings to secure 
both bamboo poles 
and timber slats.

Mixture of standard 
square and diagonal 
lashings to secure 
both bamboo poles 
and timber slats.

Elevated platform 
to accommodate 
crayfish burrows and 
other established 
habitats for present 
ecosystems

2500 wide reclaimed 
timber slats 
attached together 
with heavy duty wire 
and rubber spacers 
allowing for easy 
transportation and 
installation.

N.B. ALL 
MEASUREMENTS IN MM

NOT TO SCALE

N.B. ALL 
MEASUREMENTS IN MM

NOT TO SCALE

Poles (z) that run 
underneath the slats 
through the left side, 
centre and right side.

2 x poles (z) diagonally 
spanning through 
interconnecting arches either 
side, acting as support for both 
vertical poles and horizontal 

Handrail poles (z) lashed to 
vertically diagonal poles (y)

2 x bamboo pole sizes (y and z) 
used throughout structure

Water levels higher in westerly 
arch but do not reach higher 
than approx. 150

height to top of wooden slats is 
600 to clear water height and 
debris

y z xw z

1600
1600

1600
280

280

13
00

29
00

90
0

70
0

Water levels higher in westerly 
arch but do not reach higher 
than approx. 150

height to top of wooden slats is 
700 to clear water height and 
debris

Irregularly 
formed and 
curved. walls. 

Elevated platform 
to accommodate 
crayfish burrows and 
other established 
habitats for present 
ecosystems

Wall projections 
used as support for 
poles (x).

Debris much denser

1600 slats (see D1 of 
appendix)

Irregular gritstone 
brickwork  very 
similar to that found 
in 2A.

2 x poles (x) connected in tripod 
form to 2 x poles (w) with 
horizontal pole (z) spanning 
diagonally under slats.

Intervention 2b

  

structural detail
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2 x bamboo pole sizes (x and z) 
used throughout structure

raft structures from 
perpendicular running logs.

bamboo poles  
(x) spanning 
underneath of 
structure to secure 
each side of 
structure.

timber slats running across raft 
structures.

x
a

z
b

1600 slats.

1600

4800

Intervention 3

CONDITIONS

  The same for interventions 2a and 2b

  Consideration of higher water levels - use of water for boyancy and support

90
0

60
00

50
0

16
00

Mixture of standard 
square and diagonal 
lashings to secure 
both bamboo poles 
and timber slats.

2 different styles of 
brickwork in arches, 
with second arch 
higher than first.

Elevated platform 
to accommodate 
crayfish burrows and 
other established 
habitats for present 
ecosystems

Circular ‘viewing’ 
platform at the end 
with a view towards 
natural light coming 
from the outlet into 
the Don.

Natural light source 
from outlet into 
River Don

Vertical log posts 
(a) buried into 
the ground and 
furthr stabalised by 
perpendicular posts 
and handrails. 

N.B. ALL 
MEASUREMENTS IN MM

NOT TO SCALE

Water levels are the 
highest in this section, 
reaching a record of 3m, 
but averaging between 
0.5m and 1.5m.

Added floating raft 
element adds flexibility 
to varying water levels.
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